Sadhana 5
Puja - include consecration + Sutra 1.1
Vaidika Shanti Mantra
Aham Prakasha Kriya Series
Guru Mantra Meditation (30 mins)

Puja
The practice of Puja (or Ritual) at the beginning of practice, melts away resistance and drops us into heart
space. It allows us to be an open channel for divine consciousness to flow through.

Vaidika Shanti Mantra
Om sahana- vavatu
Sahanau bhunaktu sahaviryan-karavavahai
Tejasvina vadhi tamastu ma-a vid-visha-vahai-i
Om santih santih santih

Aham Prakasha 1 - variation 1

Aham Prakasha translates to I am LIGHT.
This series of Kriya practices may be done as individual kriya’s or a set to create a stand alone sadhana.
These practices connect us to Prakasha, the light of lights, the light of consciousness, encouraging us to
access the inner light.
Guidance
● Start seated. Bring the right arm overhead into Jupiter mudra. Right arm remains straight for
practice. Left hand to gyan mudra, resting to the left knee.
● Begin to rotate the torso slowly in one direction as you chant the mantra AHAM PRAKASHA. The
tone is soft and meditative.
● Visualise a swirling of light filing and surrounding you as you practice.
● Continue for 3 mins if done in a set or 5 mins if stand alone practice. Eyes are closed and gaze is at
third eye.
● Conclude by interlacing the hands overhead (palms face down) and chant I AM LIGHT for 90 secs.
Then suspend the inhale, lock at the root. Exhale release.

Aham Prakasha 1 - variation 2

In this practice the energy moves into the heart where we focus on the light that is Anahata chakra. This
invites an awakening and acts as an extension of the hearts energy all around the body.
Guidance
● Start seated. Bring the arms to shoulder height and into cactus.
● Inhale open the heart, lift the gaze as you chant the mantra AHAM.
● Exhale round the spine, soften the gaze down as you chant the mantra PRAKASHA.
● Continue for 3 mins if done in a set or 5 mins if stand alone practice. Eyes are closed and gaze is at
heart centre.
● Conclude by interlacing the hands overhead (palms face down) and chant I AM LIGHT for 90 secs.
Then suspend the inhale, lock at the root. Exhale release.

NOTES:

Aham Prakasha 2

The intention of this practice is to build the light as we extend it out into the world. The mantra is said with
greater intensity, as we align it with our movement. This practice awakened Anahata and Vishuddha.
Guidance
● Start seated. Bring the finger tips to the heart space as you chant AHAM.
● Extend the arms out wide as you chant PRAKASHA.
● The movement is rapid and dynamic.
● Continue for 3 mins if done in a set or 5 mins if stand alone practice. Eyes are closed and gaze is at
heart or third eye centre.
● Conclude by interlacing the hands overhead (palms face down) and chant I AM LIGHT for 90 secs.
Then suspend the inhale, lock at the root. Exhale release.
NOTES:

Aham Prakasha 3

This practice combines mudra, mantra and breath to create full awareness. As we move our arms our inner
awareness travels from the heart up through the chakras to above the crown into the space of Ether. This
allows the light of our consciousness to shift between cosmic realm and physical realm.
Guidance
● Start seated. Bring the arms wide to shoulder height. Chant the mantra AHAM PRAKASHA 3 times.
● Reach the arms overhead into Akasha Mudra (pistol grip) and chant the mantra AHAM PRAKASHA
3 times.
● Continue to move between these two movements, incorporating the mantra for 3 mins if in a set of
5 mins stand alone.
● Eyes are closed and gaze moves between heart and above crown.
NOTES:

